In order to comply with the requirements of specific applications required by some professions, EMG proposes special tailor-made equipments, perfectly adapted to specifications and production constraints.

Thanks to its design department and a pool of more than 40 machines, EMG studies and carries out, on request, modifications or production of special presses as well as small fittings and press tooling.

**Offset 7HR press**
Offset 7HR toggle press allowing increasing the swan-neck depth and work table.

**Cutting tooling on 3T press**
3T pneumatic press with a cutting tooling at 2 positions integrating an upper stripper for separating the parts.

**3 point crimping tool**
6PHR pneumatic press with a crimping tooling of 3 rivets for retaining a steel part in a stainless steel support.
Press version zinc/nickel plating
Laboratory press fully zinc-plated and/or nickel-plated.
These treatments are most commonly used in the world of anti-corrosion.

High-capacity manual rack press 50 HR LP

Tooling for fitting shaft in an aluminium profile on press 3t LP
- Modification of the frame for the passage of profile
- Study and realization of tooling
> Special equipments/services for mechanical presses

Press version for watchmaking

Possibility of special painting on request

25 T press with automatic robotic loading

Press with soundproofing box